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Introduction
The paper was successfully completed by most candidates; although there were a few
responses where either the essays were very short or where there were incomplete
questions 5 or 6. Those who wrote extensively beyond the provided lines tended to run out
of time elsewhere in the paper, so this was not a good use of exam time. Some had already
scored all 4 or 5 marks available so did not gain any additional marks.
Time management was an issue for many on the essays. Quite a large number of candidates
wrote 3-4 pages for part (a) of their essay questions, but only wrote a page or so for part
(b). This disproportionate use of time is very unlikely to achieve the best marks possible.
Candidates who had sketched brief plans tended to perform better (especially in the essay
questions).
Question 7 was by far the most popular question (49%) followed by Question 8 (24%),
Question 9 (17%) and Question 10 (10%).
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Question 1 (a) (i) and (a) (ii)
(a)(i) A number of Advanced Subsidiary candidates could not identify east and west
correctly.
(a)(ii) The vast majority of candidates gained the mark here, with "Drought" and "Wildfire"
being the most common answers.
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Question 1 (b)
Some candidates rephrased the wording of the question as their response, this approach
did not score any marks. However, most candidates answered by explaining that increased
frequency meant more people were affected and it also resulted in a shorter recovery time,
and that greater magnitude resulted in damage to infrastructure or loss of life. Merely
stating “more damage” was not sufficient. Some wrote very similar answers to both parts of
the question, suggesting a lack of understanding of the concepts.
A number of candidates saw this as a continuation of the previous question on droughts,
which was possible if they were able to explain why a more frequent or longer term (i.e.
higher magnitude) drought was more likely to become a disaster. Earthquakes were
probably easier to use as illustrative material, particularly for magnitude and the Haiti or
Tohoku earthquakes were a useful example. Many only scored 1-2 marks on this question.
Candidates are advised to consider using examples on “explain” questions as the context
often helps clarify the thinking and produce more focused answers.

Full marks were scored here.

Examiner Comments

Marks were awarded for more losses due to the
repeated nature of the hazard, and insufficient
time/money for rebuilding.
In the second part of the response, marks were
awarded for the idea of greater magnitude
resulting in more human costs, with useful
detail provided on the Haiti example.

Examiner Tip

Examples need a detail or a specific
link to the question. Here, both are
included.
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Question 1 (c)
Many candidates answered this question well. Most compared the groups: rich/poor
or developed/developing or California/Philippines and focused on wealth, education,
preparedness and infrastructure. This was acceptable, but better answers used a variety of
case studies. Young, old and disabled people were only rarely referred to as groups. A useful
approach was to consider how different groups within one country or city experienced a
hazard. Mirror points were not double-credited both here and on other questions.

Full marks were awarded for this answer.

Examiner Comments

Marks were awarded for a group defined by its
wealth, and for the reasons that flow on from
this. This provides communication links, which
enable evacuation, insurance and disaster day
training. The contrasts provided by the examples
of California and the Philippines provide a
valuable context for the comments.
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Examiner Tip

The candidate has used the examples
very effectively here to illustrate the
contrasts between rich and poor.

Question 2 (a) (i) and (a) (ii)
(a)(i) Almost all candidates identified the correct answer here.
(a)(ii) Most candidates performed well on this question, recognising that darker ocean ice
has lower albedo and therefore creates more absorption or less reflection. This enabled
many candidates to score 2 out of a possible 3 marks. A number failed to make a third
point, and this could have been linked to outlining positive feedback cycles, or release
of carbon dioxide (not methane). Some gave accurate percentage figures for changed
reflectivity. A small number of candidates missed the point of the question and wrote about
rising sea levels as a result of sea ice melting.

This question appears easy, but many candidates lost marks through repetition or lack
of clarity over the points made. The mean mark was 1.75 and it had one of the highest
standard deviation scores on the paper. This example scored all 3 marks.

Examiner Comments

Marks were awarded for positive feedback, reduced
albedo, and the release of CO2 as sea ice melts.

Examiner Tip

Read your answer through to ensure you have written
three clear points. Here there was only 1 mark
available for either stating that open ocean reflects
less light (or energy, or radiation) than sea ice, or for
stating that more is absorbed.
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Question 2 (b)
This was a well-answered question based on a well-understood part of the specification and
most candidates scored 2 marks. Those scoring 1 mark tended to confuse glacial retreat
with ice melting, which is a seasonal process. Most common answers were tree rings, ice
cores and pollen analysis.

Question 2 (c)
Many candidates performed very well on this question; there were many well-revised and
clearly expressed responses. A number of candidates missed the focus on "ecological"
consequences and tried to explain how increased shipping through the NW passage would
be the inevitable result of climate change, and some then went on to argue that this might
have an impact on plant species and animals.
The unreliability and very recent nature of this change meant marks were not awarded
for these ideas. Better answers highlighted examples of species change, treeline shift,
food webs and the impact of invasive species, as well as the inevitable comments about
lost habitat for polar bears. Permafrost melt was not credited as it is not linked directly to
ecology, but loss of the tundra biome was a possible theme.
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5 marks were awarded here.

Examiner Comments

Marks were awarded for northward spread of coniferous forest (better
than "trees move north"), migration of species such as polar bear,
increased competition between bowhead whale and orca (described in
detail for an additional mark) and introduction of a named "intrusive"
(credited as invasive or alien) species.

Examiner Tip

There was some well-revised information in this
response which went beyond the polar bears to which
many candidates referred.
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Question 3 (a) (i)
Some candidates did not score any marks as they described the fact that this was a
recycling strategy which led to more recycling. Most popular answers included a reduced
need for landfill sites, lower resultant gases and a smaller need for new resources.

This response was awarded both marks.

Examiner Comments

Marks were awarded for less waste going to landfill
sites and for sorting, reducing time and costs.

Examiner Tip

No marks were available for saying that the
service enabled more recycling to take place.
The new service is a recycling service.
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Question 3 (a) (ii)
Most candidates wrote about variations of time/space/cost and these were often, but not
always, developed into too complicated/don’t understand/can’t be bothered themes.
Few explored the opportunities available via the "green strategies such as recycling"
question to consider a wider range of issues. Those who started discussing wind power
quickly gained a second or third mark.

This is an excellent answer which scored 3 marks.

Examiner Comments

Marks were given for the environmental costs involved in
shipping waste to China, using fossil fuels. Also, the argument
that some think a better solution would be to reduce
consumption in the first place.
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Question 3 (b) and (c)
(b) Almost all candidates successfully identified Carbon Dioxide. A few may have not read
the question correctly and were still thinking about landfill so selected methane.
(c) This question also revealed a lack of understanding of the requirements of an “Explain”
question. Many candidates merely asserted that various states / groups had different points
of view rather than gave any reasons as to why these different points of view might exist.
Many, for example, mentioned lack of agreement at Kyoto/Paris, but did not explain what
the issues might have been. Successful answers identified reasons such as differing stages
of development, high cost of mitigation strategies and population growth (this last shows
the clearest correlation to growth in CO2 emissions).

This response was awarded 4 marks.

Examiner Comments

Marks were awarded for lack of agreement linked to economic
impacts, resulting in lack of participation linked to Kyoto (1+1);
also for the comment about the USA seeing the approach
as unfair. There is a final mark for the point about Canada
withdrawing because of the imposed fine.
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Question 4 (a) (i) and (a) (ii)
(a)(i) Almost all candidates successfully identified Asia as the correct answer.
(a)(ii) The most popular answers were cheap labour and wealthy customers, plus one other
point. Many candidates gained 3 marks out of 4, losing a mark perhaps because they had
not read through their answers to ensure sufficient points/examples had been made. Best
answers made specific points e.g. minimum wages in Europe leading to higher production
costs, or Special Economic Zones in China encouraging TNCs to locate factories. Some forgot
to cover both sales and production. Preparation for this type of question in class would be
helpful, as would underlining or highlighting key words in the question.

4 marks were awarded here.

Examiner Comments

Marks were awarded for production site locations linked
to fewer regulations and laws, and availability of cheap
labour. For sales sites, credit was given for mention of
the growing market in China and the large markets in
developed regions for the product.

Examiner Tip

Use underlining/highlighting to identify the key phrases
in the question. Here "and" is emboldened to remind
you that both aspects must be covered for full marks.
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Question 4 (b)
There were many good answers to this question, and there were many ways to score
marks. One or two candidates repeated the question, and others did not begin answering
the question straightaway, wasting time. Simply naming a TNC is not exemplification, and
merely describing suicide nets or environmental problems did not answer the question.
High scoring candidates were able to use these facts to illustrate economic or social
disadvantages, for example the health implications of smog/air pollutants or over use of
water, and the stress of repeatedly working long hours.
Basic answers used low wages, poor conditions, and often named examples but with limited
explanation or extension. Some better scripts included comments about culture, footloose
TNCs and water shortages, using Coca Cola as an example. There were few MEDC examples.
A significant minority of candidates covered advantages or did both, though the question
clearly stated that disadvantages only were required.

5 marks were awarded here.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate has created a structure for the mini-essay,
reminding themselves to write about both social and economic
disadvantages.
This enabled the candidate to write effectively about relevant
ideas, and cover low wages (unethical), poor conditions/hours
for work/ pressure leading to suicides, the issue that large
companies are outcompeting small stores, exemplified by
reference to McDonalds. There is no detail about Apple but this
example is clearly helping provide the background to the ideas
stated.

Examiner Tip

The Point, Evidence, Explain and Link (PEEL) structure
worked very well for this question and was used
effectively by some other candidates too.
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Question 5 (a) (i), (a) (ii) and (a) (iii)
(a)(i) This was generally answered correctly.
(a)(ii) Many candidates did not appear to understand this question as so few were correct.
Basic maths skills such as calculating a range (here of fertility scores between two dates)
are vital for Geographers and will be required in the new specification. Whole groups from
some centres answered this correctly suggesting that some candidates are taught it and
some are not. Many seemed to calculate the range from the date at the start of the line
graph to the end of the time period rather than between the maximum and the minimum as
was required here. This was an understandable mistake but those who remembered their
GCSE Maths skills knew what they should be doing.
(a)(iii) There were many correct answers here, a considerable improvement since a similar
trend description question was asked in the past. There were many ways marks could be
scored, but it is important to remind some candidates that correctly reading data from the
graph to support any one point is a good way to earn a third mark. However, repeatedly
quoting several pieces of data is not a good idea as only 1 mark was available.

This example of a response to (a)(iii) scored 3 marks.

Examiner Comments

1 mark was awarded for each trend
identified (lowest point/two peaks, slight
rise overall). There is also a mark awarded
for use of data to support the answer.
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Examiner Tip

This type of question can be practised
at the start of a lesson to summarise
previous learning or introduce a new
topic.

Question 5 (a) (iv)
This question was one of the most poorly answered on the paper, and many candidates
missed or misunderstood the command word “Explain”. The previous question had asked
for a description of the trend, and a second virtually identical question would not be asked.
There were also many who did not take into account the specified date range, writing about
the post-war baby boom amongst other things. Those who did answer it properly did well,
mentioning the 2004 A8 migrants from fertile age groups, though a third mark was harder
for most to obtain. Most common were higher birth rates in migrant families or fertility
treatment.

3 marks were awarded for this response.

Examiner Comments

Full marks were given for migration from A8 country
(relevant time period) of fertile aged migrants, from
cultures where larger families are common.

Examiner Tip

Check whether a description or explanation is needed.
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Question 5 (b)
This straightforward question was not answered well. Many candidates repeated the fact
that they could use “family history” without detailing what this could be. Restating the
question without amplification or illustration will not score a mark. The most commonly
discussed was the census, followed by family trees and speaking to older relatives. The
nuance of changing population structure was lost on some candidates, but there were many
who were able to identify family size or number of children as being one of the most useful
pieces of information. Migration ideas were not relevant here unless linked to changed
numbers of children or life expectancy (which was rarely seen).

4 marks were scored here.

Examiner Comments

This is a strong answer; family trees are linked
to grandparents/ siblings scoring 2 marks, and
birth rates are linked to census data (a further 2
marks).

Examiner Tip

Avoid repeating the question in the answer. This
one gains 1 mark in the first two words, and stays
well focused on the question throughout.
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Question 6 (a) (i)
Most candidates successfully identified Italy as the correct answer.

Question 6 (a) (ii)
This apparently straightforward question led many candidates to score fewer marks than
might have been expected. A few confused positive and negative net migration, and some
wrote very similar points for each part of the question, for example low wages/high wages.
“Better wages” and “more job opportunities” were not sufficiently clear for an Advanced
Subsidiary exam answer, and as the question examined compulsory case studies (EastEuropean migration and social migration to southern Europe) more precision was required.
Good answers covered the following ideas: economic crisis in Greece and elsewhere, high
minimum wage in the UK, Syrian/Libyan migrants to Italy, warmer temperatures in southern
Europe and A8 migration allowing free movement.

This response scored all 4 marks.

Examiner Comments

2 marks were scored in each section.
In the negative net migration section, there were marks
for low average wages and high unemployment, with
additional point on debt problems in Greece.
Positive net migration was explained by reference to labour
shortages, and free EU movement.

Examiner Tip

This question asked for examples to
be used from the graph. Make sure
you always read the full instructions
in the stem of the question. This
candidate makes realistic comments
about at least five countries from the
graph.
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Question 6 (b)
There were a number of candidates who missed the key SOURCE instruction, despite it
being in bold, and gave a detailed response for host countries, usually the UK. This question
was generally well answered but many candidates failed to achieve full marks because they
only included negative consequences. Most candidates sensibly used examples from the
compulsory case studies of Poland/Eastern Europe/UK, or UK/Spain. The answer required
both positive and negative consequences to be included, though a balance between these
was not expected.

5 marks were scored here.

Examiner Comments

Marks were awarded for shortage of workers, fall in birth rate, family disintegration,
the positive point about remittances and loss of elderly people in the UK.

Examiner Tip

Remember that both consequences and impacts are likely to be positive
as well as negative, so include both unless specifically told not to.
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Question 7
Part (a)
Candidates were asked to make sense of a multiple bar-graph showing the impacts of
different hazards on different continents around the world. There were two foci in the
question: cause and scale. The ability of candidates to derive data from the figure was not
particularly strong, and work in class in decoding this type of graph is a valuable skill and a
good way to start a lesson.
Candidates were often able to identify the contrasting nature of hazards in Asia and
America, offering ideas about plate boundaries or economic development as explanations
for the graph. Less able candidates failed to make reference to the graph. More able
candidates explicitly quoted data from across Figure 7, wrote about both foci and had clear
information about the causes of different hazard types in different parts of world. The very
best candidates also used detailed examples to illustrate the contrasting impacts, and some
weaker answers mentioned Pinatubo and Northridge.
Knowledge of the continents was variable, with few going beyond California for “the
Americas” (ignoring central and south America entirely) and Africa being written about as if
it were one country.
While candidates seemed to understand that economic losses are low in Africa because
most countries there are LEDCs, many stated that there were no tectonic hazards in Africa,
seemingly unaware of the presence of the rift valley and its associated volcanoes. The low
level of economic loss from drought in Africa confused many candidates who did not seem
to be aware of the sheer scale of social loss this can bring to subsistence farmers, while still
experiencing economic losses.
Part (b)
This question is from a familiar part of the specification and allowed use of the compulsory
case studies of the Philippines and California. These were not the only case studies possible,
and indeed a fuller understanding of global patterns of geophysical hazards was expected
for the highest level. Weaker answers were typified by a simple description of California or
the Philippines, or by noting that the presence of plate boundaries resulted in geophysical
hazards. Others confused hydro-meteorological for geophysical and explained drought
and flooding. However, most candidates correctly focused on earthquakes, volcanoes and
also expanded their essay to include landslides and sometimes tsunamis. As the question
included “risk”, human factors were relevant but some wrote about nothing else, limiting
their score.
Better responses contrasted frequency and intensity of earthquakes and volcanoes at
different plate boundary types, explicitly referring to processes (e.g. subduction, pressure/
release), and in the very best showing how other factors created complex hazard types
including secondary hazards (e.g. La Nina bringing heavy rain and creating the kind of
saturated land needed for landslides in SE Asia).
Candidates who reached Band 4 tended to explore aspects of increased risk linked to sound
geographical location, sometimes establishing patterns across the globe.
Like all 15 mark questions, candidates who had revised specific details of examples tended
to perform better.
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Part (a) of this response scored 10/10 marks and part (b) scored 14/15 marks.
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Examiner Comments

(a) Level 3 – This is a great answer, although not quoting data it
clearly uses ideas from the graph. There are several conceptual
comments based on use of Figure 7.
(b) Level 4 – This excellent essay covers almost all the hazard
types but lacks detailed process knowledge; it has good use of
appropriate examples.

Examiner Tip

Use exemplars you have studied wherever appropriate
in these essays, both in part (a) and part (b).
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Question 8
Part (a)
On the whole this was answered well but there were very few exceptionally good answers.
Most candidates alluded to, or actually referred to, the resource, and most conveyed the
idea of "high emissions low impact/low emissions high impact" effectively. In some cases
this was well-explained using examples from the resource, and higher achieving candidates
referred to specific examples from their own knowledge. Most candidates commented on
why the impacts could be seen as unfair with some detailed reasoning, using contrasting
examples. There were generally too few reasons given however, and exploration of the
contrasting impacts was similarly limited.
In many answers, there were frequent general, descriptive comments holding back marks to
4/5/6 out of 10.
Part (b)
Candidates who selected this question seemed to know their information in depth, and some
examiners commented that this was the best answered 15 mark question on the paper.
Most were able to provide a fair explanation of the causes and comment on timescales.
Candidates’ knowledge and recall was very impressive in many cases, especially with
regards to the Milankovitch cycles, sunspots and volcanic eruptions.
A few candidates misinterpreted the question and referred to human causes along with
natural causes, but they were in the minority.
At the low end the answers were very descriptive, merely a list with a few facts.
ENSO cycles were not frequently used as a cause, and sometimes were not done well at all.
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Part (a) scored 9/10 marks and part (b) scored 14/15 marks.
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Examiner Comments

(a) This is a Level 3 answer, with a wide range of ideas,
including a clear understanding of the concept of "unfair". There is a good use of terminology but the use of
the figure is restricted, hence 9 marks not 10.
(b) This is a Level 4 answer, with a wide range of detailed
causes given, covering different timescales. However, a
couple of errors restricted the mark to 14/15 (e.g. dating
of Medieval Warm Period).
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Examiner Tip

Choose your essay question carefully.
It is often best to look at the (b)
sections and make your choice based
on these.

Question 9
Part (a)
The resource for this part of the question was clearly quite challenging for some candidates.
Most took a general approach to the source and identified an increase in flows between
major regions of the world. Many candidates simply sought to explain these changed flows
by explaining that they were associated with globalisation, but did not necessarily explain
the underlying processes or the social, economic or political changes across the world that
might have led to this. The growth of the Chinese market was mentioned by many.
Part (b)
This essay was approached in different ways, and most answers did look at both "on and
off" and had some structure. Higher scores were obtained through examining specific
countries rather than a simple LEDC/MEDC contrast. Focus tended to be on the same
examples, with Gambia, Ghana and North Korea dominating the "off" and China the "on",
though knowledge about each of these varied in depth and accuracy. Gambia, for instance,
is not landlocked. Some over-generalisations were made in relation to Africa (e.g. all
switched "off"). Depth of explanation/ exemplification, as always, was the key to success
with some candidates doing well by focusing on a narrower range of reasons but explaining
them well.
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Part (a) of this response was awarded 8/10 marks and part (b) 13/15 marks.
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Examiner Comments

(a) This is a Level 3 answer because it identifies 3 flows, and
goes on to identify complex factors (e.g. neo-colonialism).
Although the reasons are quite wide ranging, they lack detailed
explanation for a higher mark.
(b) This is a Level 4 response, with a wide range of factors
(albeit they are mainly political!). These are considered with
detailed reference to examples and a brief concluding sentence
that examines the one they think is most important, taking the
answer into Level 4.

Examiner Tip

Study the resource carefully and use data from it
to structure and illustrate your answer.
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Question 10
Part (a)
This produced some very good answers that explained a range of "pull" factors, though
for weaker answers "push" tended to be ignored or dealt with in a superficial way. The
best responses linked these to globalisation processes as well as to the struggle to survive
in rural areas. Only a few candidates considered natural increase, which has long been
recognised as a key driver in megacity growth. Overall, there was limited use of the graph
and even less use of the image to support answers, and few made comparisons between
cities, or considered developed world megacities.
Part (b)
"Challenges" could be approached in different ways. One successful structure was to
consider the economic, social, political and environmental challenges in making cities more
sustainable. Another option was to focus on the issues/problems facing the cities such as
housing or water provision, or pollution/poverty/transport against a backdrop of continued
growth and low government investment. Good answers dealt with the “challenge” element
well, and were often based on in-depth studies of one or two cities. Weaker answers
tended to discuss the problems/actions rather than address the concept of challenge and
sustainability. Mumbai was most often used as a case study. Too many weak answers were
generic without even a mention of a named city.
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In this example, part (a) scored 7/10 marks and part (b) scored full marks, 15/15.
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Examiner Comments

(a) This is a sound Level 2 answer, which covers pull
factors and other megacities (Mumbai) but has a limited
range of reasons. There is no consideration of the
reasons why people are forced out from rural areas or
of the higher fertility patterns often seen in developing
world megacities.
(b)This is an excellent top band answer, which scores
full marks. It includes a very wide range of challenges,
and also has value judgements about the scale of some
of these problems. Detailed place knowledge is used to
provide evidence in support of the argument. It scores
15 marks despite only using one megacity as there is
exceptional analysis of the challenges.
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Examiner Tip

Remember to use contrasting
examples as it is then much
easier to make meaningful
remarks at the end to assess and
draw your ideas together.

Paper Summary
Based on their performance on the paper this year, candidates are offered the following
advice:
•

Read the command words on each question carefully. This year a significant number of
candidates confused "describe" and "explain" on Question 5 and lost up to 6 marks.

•

Also check any emboldened words on the question as these are there to make sure you
focus on particular words (e.g. source on Question 6(b)) or two elements (e.g. sales
and production on Question 4(a)(ii)) that need to be included.

•

Curitiba is not a megacity. Current population is approximately 1.8m. Whilst it gives
many ideas for improving urban sustainability, it needs to be used carefully in answering
questions. For example, you could explain why it might be difficult to apply strategies
that were successful in Curitiba in a larger city such as Mumbai or Manila.

•

Repeating the words of the question will not score marks. For example in Question
5(b) there were no marks for discussing "family history", as this was the question. You
needed to select an example (such as oral history or family photographs), and then
suggest what might be learnt from these.

•

For part (a) on essay questions, try to think of at least two reasons to explain the
resource. Describing the data is useful but you need to go beyond this to suggest
reasons for what you have described.

•

Many candidates wrote more for the 10 mark question than for the 15 mark essay. This
is unlikely to be a good use of exam time.

•

To achieve high marks on part (b) essay questions, make sure you add a miniconclusion, either offering a comment about which factor/criteria is most important, or
introducing a new theme to provide a counter-argument to the main theme of the essay.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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